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Recently there have been increased interests in the de
excitation processes of rare gas excited atoms in many fields 
such as radiation chemistry, astrophysics, and gaseous electronics. 
The rate constants or the cross sections of these processes have 
been measured using a floV>ring afterglow technique, a crossed 
molecular beam method, a pulsed discharge method, etc. 

We have recently investigated energy transfer processes from 
some excited rare gas atoms to many kinds of molecules using a 
pulse radiolysis technique combined with optical emission spectro
scopy and microwave c2.vi ty technique. The experimental apparatus 
is sketched in fig.l. A Febetron 706, which produces a several 
nsec putse of 600 kev electrons, was used as the electron pulse 
source2 . 

We have presented the first attempt of the application of 
the pulse radiolysis technique to the determination of the energy 
transferi Penning ionization~ rqte+constant from !!e(23S) tc, J1J237. 

Ee(c:3S) + N2 ~ N2 ~B"Lu l + H~ + e (I) 
The emissi.on decay rate of N2 (B2.Lu · ~ xc:.zg+) varies ac' a 
function of He or N2 pressures. From the kinetic plots of the data, 
tb.e rate c9nstant of the process (I) is obtained to be (6.8 :!: 0.4) 
x lo-11 cmJ sec-1. The addition of other atoms or molecules, M, 
to He-N2 mi~tures cha~ges the decay rate of the optical emission 
of J1J2 +(B2Iu ._,. x2Ig ) . From the kinetic plots of tll.e data, the 
rat~ constants for He(23S) de-excitation by M are obtained ( Table 
I)4J. The de-excitation. cross section, a-, calculated by dividing 
the measured rate constant, k, by the relative velocity of the 
reacting particles in thermal equj_liblium has been correlated 
with some nhvsical constants for IVI. For example, the o-'s are 
plotted as~a"function of polerizab;ility, u:, in fig.2. 

The time resolved measurementJJ of the concentration of 
electrons produced by Penning ionization in He-N2 mixtures has 
been carried out vsing the microwave cavity technique combined with 
pulse radiolysis6J. The kinetic analysis of the increase in the 
concentration of electrons gives the rate constant of Penning 
ionization, which is compared with that obtained above by the 
optical emission spectroscopy. _ _ + + 

The tilj!e resolvec}_ optical emission.s of b2 ( B.3Lg ~ b 3Tu ) 
and D2 ( a3Tg ---7 b3Zu ) have been observed in Ar-H2 :cmd Ar--D2 
mixtures, respectively?). These emissions are induced by energy 
transfer from an excited argQn ~tom, Ar*, to or D2. 

Ar* + H2 ----7 ~2(a.JZg ) ++ Ar (II) 
The precursor of H2 ( a3Ig ) or D2 ( a3Zg ) lS not the lowest 
metastable argon atom or Ar(lPl)· From the kinetic plots of the 
data, the energy transfer rate constants in each mixtures are 
obtained to be k(Ar* + H2 ) = (8.2 ! 0.4) x 1o-ll cm3 sec-1 and 
k(Ar* + D2 ) = (6.8! 0.3) x"lo--11 cm3 s~c-1. 'l'he optical emissions 
of N2 ( c3n~ _____,.. B3ng) and (B3·rcg ~ A3Eu ) have also been observed 
in Ar-JIJ2 mixtures. These emissions are induced by energy transfer 
from the lowest metastable states lf argon, Ar(3Po,2), to J1J2, 
whose rate constant is obtained to be k(Ar(3Po ?) + N2 ) = (2.3 ~ 
0.1) x lo-ll cm3 sec-1. ,~ 
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We are also carrying out the time resolved measurements of 

optical absorption of excited. rare gas atoms in order to determine 

their de-excitation rsote constants and to compare v:i th the resul t,s 

obtained by optical emission spectroscopy and microwave cavity 

technique. ·rhe experimental apparatus is sketched in fig. 3. 
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Fig. l. Experimental app8.ratus 
for optical emission spectro
scopy. (l)Electron gQ~,(2)gas 
cell,(3)monochromator,(4)photo
multiplier,(5)power supply. 2. 4 6 

Table I. He(23s) de-excitation 
rate constants and cross 
sections. 

ex. lo-24 cm3 

Fig. 2. Variation of He(23s) 
de-excitation cross sections 
with polarizability. 
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8.9 + 0.5 
10.0 :; 0.5 
17.2 :; 1.0 
4.2 :; 0.6 
3.7 + 0.4 
6.8 :; 0.4 
9.2:; 1.0 

21.4 + 4.2 
·22.8 + 2.0 
50.0 :; 4.0 
59.0 :; 4.0 
19.2 + 1.6 
37.5 + 2.5 
55.5 + 6.5 
57.5 :; 6.2 
68.5 + 7.5 
80 + 8 
78 :! 10 
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Fig. 3. ExperimentaJ_ apparatus for 
optical absorption spectroscopy. 
(l)electron gun,(2)gas sell,(3J 
flash la.mp, ( 4) p01ver supply, ( 5) 
trigger generator,(6)delay trigger 
amp, (7)pmver supply, (8)monochro
mator, ( 9) photm:lUl tiplier, ( 10) povrer 
supply,(l1)oscilloscope. 
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